Chapter: 3130
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

But she did not expect that Princess Minmin was a woman in the deep
palace who had been taught by the Three Principles and Five Changs
since childhood. The Crown Prince Muna had already rejected her, so
Princess Minmin’s sentence “You really don’t want this princess” has
already taken the initiative to end herself. All the ignorance, since then,
the prince of the empire has only hatred for the country and the family,
but not the slightest love for his sons and daughters!
Minmin stopped the performance, and seemed to return to the girl in
the mountains who had no characteristics, and her original sharp eyes
also restrained her own light.
On the jury’s seat, Minmin saw that there was one more middle-aged
aunt, with a small smile on the corner of her mouth.
Not surprisingly, that should be the author of the original novel.
Looking at the performance of the other party, An Ning knew that he
would be considered a success.
An Ning waited there, the director and producer discussed with several
investors, and after a while, the investment talent turned to An Ning.
“An Ning, right? Introduce yourself, what works do you have?” asked a
mature investor.
An Ning knew the meaning of the words. For a TV series to be
successful, it was definitely not enough to have acting skills alone, but
also to have a reputation, which is easy to understand.
In the previous life, An Yue was not a powerful actor, and most of the
actors she acted were writing youth novels, but almost all of them were
able to become popular, that is, the popularity and popularity of idols.
“I’m an artist signed by Shengtianxin, and I don’t have any works yet.”
An Ning did not hide this point, and investors can check it out when
they look back. There is nothing to hide.
Because of An Ning’s words, the investor’s face became stiff. If there is
no work, it means that there is no traffic, and it has no effect on the
show.
“Miss An, you know that it’s a very risky thing to use a newcomer
actor. It’s a very risky thing to have no topic.” The investor is also very
direct. If it wasn’t for An Ning’s audition just now that really impressed
the judges, I’m afraid this time It has long since been reduced to
waiting for news.
“So, are you sure about my performance?” An Ning immediately
grasped the point of the investor’s words.
Topic is definitely not a problem for An Ning. When Tang Qian was
bullying her everywhere, An Ning thought of someone who would
fight back sooner or later.
“The success of a play cannot be based on performance alone.”
“If I can create attention, is it the role of Minmin…”
“That’s natural.” Director Qin agreed without waiting for the investor
to speak. After watching An Ning’s performance, Director Qin had
already believed in Director Wu Fang’s recommendation. In order to
save the face of investors, Director Qin could not wait to sign An Ning
on the spot.
“Thank you the director, thank you the judges.” After An Ning
finished speaking, he went out, and behind his ears was the discussion
of “newborn calves are not afraid of tigers”.
“My good sister, came out in such a hurry?” An Yue was waiting
outside the door, just to make fun of her.
An Yue didn’t know the reaction of the directors and investors at the
moment, and she was still immersed in her own dreams, so seeing An
Ning came out after so long, she took it for granted that she was being
made difficult.
After An Ning saw An Yue, she was too lazy to talk to her. She heard
these words too much, it didn’t matter.
There is not much time left for her now, and one day later, the higher
the possibility of missing the role of Minmin. An Ning only remembers
that in his last life, Yang Qingfeng had a scandal at the end of October
this year, and the speculation was raging at that time.
Because he was so drunk, he happened to bump into a girl on the side
of the road, and it caused a sensation on the Internet. Later, the girl
was picked up as an amateur, and Yang Qingfeng himself came out to
explain that it was a misunderstanding, but netizens didn’t seem to buy
it.
And the amateur girl also opened a Weibo because of this, and later
became an Internet celebrity. When An Yue wanted to stir up the
scandal, she told Sister Luo about this.

